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The current political situation in the UK, as far as 
many voters are concerned, is all about who to 
trust. We have and continue to see that in the 
ongoing Brexit scenario and it leads the front news 
pages as the Conservative party leadership battle 
draws to its conclusion. Politics aside, this focus 
on the issue of trust should resonate ever more 
strongly with businesses seeking to gain a 
competitive advantage.

I, like I am sure many others grew up with the 
lesson that ‘trust is earned not given;’ I’m going to 
challenge that and reverse it to suggest; ‘trust can't 
be earned, it can only be given.’ If a person, 
organisation or community is committed to giving 
and building trust, then trust can be reciprocated.

Over the years, working with clients across the 
globe we have seen that where an organisation 
embeds, communicates and gives trust through an 
authentic and transparent approach to both the 
positive and negative situations that surround 
every business, then they will commonly win high 
levels of trust back from their stakeholders. 

Elegantly simple to write, success is not a quick fix 
it requires top-level leadership commitment and 
tenacity, but the outcome of a high-trust business 
is so often a high-performing one. People want to 
work with and for organisations that they can 
believe in. A culture of trust, deeply embedded is 
increasingly crucial to building a sustainable 
winning formula. 

The inherent authenticity required for high-trust 
businesses is centred upon communication, 
internally and externally. Our work to support 
clients reflects our beliefs in this regard. Looking 
back through our archives, I found one of our 

earliest business development presentations from 
2002 which carried the following copy:

“Our belief in creating and delivering good 
communications; they should be: 
· Aligned to business goals                                      
· Full of substance & credibility not ‘spin’, tailored.                       
rrEthical, informed, well researched & verifiable – 
rrstories & communications that  journalists and 
rrreaders can trust
· Sustained ‘recency & frequency’ content in the 
rrright places, with considered 
rrstories/views/insights to build & maintain 
rrawareness and momentum”

The same slide is still in our presentations today 
and in a world that is ever more news hungry, 
transparent, demanding and possibly cynical on 
occasion, this commitment to trust-building and 
authenticity is arguably more important than ever 
before. Certainly, this principled approach to 
everything we do has, it seems, served our clients 
and ourselves well down the years.

I hope this helps you and if you feel our approach 
resonates with you, then we always welcome a 
conversation and you can call me directly on 
07760 171190 or email me at:
graham@rocketperformancegroup.co.uk

Best wishes 

Graham Filmer
Graham Filmer
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Personal Loan Rates 
(as at 23/06/2019)

Unsecured Personal Loan Rates sourced from lenders websites on 23/06/2019. Based on £5,000 loan over 36 months and subject to underwriting. These 
advertised rates should apply to 51% of all customers accepted for a loan on the advertised T’s & C’s. Some rates may only be available to existing customers 
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Key Economic
Data Summary
(as at 23/06/19)

CPI (May)   +2.0% Down from previous report

CPIH (May)   +1.9% Down from previous report

Employment Rate (Feb’19 - Apr’19) 76.1% Unchanged from previous report

Unemployment Rate (Feb’19 - Apr’19)  3.8% Unchanged from previous report

GDP 3 months to April 2019 +0.3% Released by ONS 10/06/2019

BoE Base Rate   0.75% Unchanged from previous report 

LIBOR (6M GBP)   0.85988% Prices have fallen slightly since previous report

Crude Oil  $57.43 a barrel Prices have fallen since last month

Gold  $1,399.31 per oz. Prices have risen since last month

Annual change   +5.2%

Quarterly change   +2.5%

Monthly change  +0.5%

Average price   £237,837

National House Price Index
(source: Halifax Banking Group as at 07/06/19)
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 HMRC Monthly data shows UK home sales remaining steady. 
April saw 99,420 home sales which is close to the 5 year 
average of 101,249 and follows a similar result in March. 
Sales in February to April fell 0.2%, against the levels in 
November to January. April home sales were flat against the 
previous 12 month average of 99,322.                              
(Source: HMRC, seasonally-adjusted figures)

 Mortgage approvals rise back above the 12 month and 5 year 
averages. Bank of England industry-wide figures show that the 
number of mortgages approved to finance house purchases – a 
leading indicator of completed house sales – rose 5.9% in April to 
66,261. The April rate is just above the 5 year average monthly 
approval rate of 66,066, and is 1,118 above the previous 12 
month average of 65,143. While this is a notable change on a 
monthly basis, the approval level is still very close to the longer 
term averages.                                                                          
(Source: Bank of England, seasonally-adjusted figures)  

 Demand for and supply of housing remains subdued for 
another month. The RICS UK Residential Market Survey 
again showed a subdued result for nearly every measure. 
The sales to stock ratio dropped slightly to 30.7% and is, as 
last month, at its lowest rate since September 2013. Price 
expectations and sales expectations showed a small 
improvement, for the third month running, but both 
expectations remain firmly negative.                                
(Source: Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors’ (RICS) monthly report)
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source Halifax Banking Group as at (07/06/19)

ABOUT ROCKET PERFORMANCE GROUP
In Marketing, Public Relations, Training & 
Development  and Corporate Development
Our three distinct business disciplines share one 
common goal -
to give our clients a performance edge

After many years in corporate business leadership, we 
struggled to find the type of results focused, 
entrepreneurial people who could make the type of 
positive contributions we were looking for to drive our 
businesses forward. People who were knowledgeable, 
energetic, results focused and fun to work with, people 
we could trust as friends.

To create such a support service was our goal and now 
seventeen years on we continue to grow, remaining true 
to this original vision. Across the UK, Europe and beyond 
we are proud to be making a valued contribution to the 
businesses and above all people with whom we work.  
From training and development, through public relations 
and marketing and on to major corporate development 
we are delighted to share our expertise, energy and 
results focus.

We love what we do and our passion comes through in 
everything we do.

We bring focus to deliver results



Email: kirsty@rocketperformance.co.uk                         www.rocketperformance.co.uk
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Household Finance Update
May 2019- UK Finance

• The £11.3 billion of credit card 
spending in May 2019 was 5.6 
per cent higher than the same 
month in 2018. Repayments have 
remained in line with credit card 
spending, showing that 
consumers are managing their 
finances effectively overall. 

• Personal borrowing through 
loans in May 2019 was 9.3 per 
cent higher compared to the 
same month in 2018. Lending 
through overdrafts in May 2019 
was 3.2 per cent lower 
compared to the same month in 
2018.    

• Deposits held in instant access 
accounts were 3.0 per cent higher 
than in the same month a year 
earlier.

Source: 
https://www.ukfinance.org.uk/data-and-research/data/ho
usehold-finance/household-lending-and-deposits

Other News

Customers pay
nearly £500 more
than advertised rates  
Zopa (24/06/19)

Customers paying for an £8,000 personal loan 
over four years have paid on average £453 
(2.61%) more than the advertised rate, according 
to research by P2P lender Zopa. The research also 
noted that the average rate offered to successful 
applicants was 6%, almost double the average 
advertised price of 3.4%.                                    
(Insights from 1,000 current loan customers between 
8-19th May 2019)

3.4%
LOW COST LOANS


